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01 THE MAGIC OF
MARKETING IN
THE MOMENT
At first glance, a blackout at the Super Bowl hardly
seems like the opportunity of a lifetime. But when
Oreo’s social media team tweeted that "you can
still dunk in the dark,” they earned more than
15,000 retweets and dozens of headlines—not to
mention the affection of millions of people who
suddenly saw Oreo as effortlessly cool and tuned
in to what people cared about at that instant. In
marketing terms, it was magic.
The Oreo moment may be the most famous
example of real-time marketing: brand
communication that responds, in real time, to
what’s actually happening in the world. But it’s just
the tip of the iceberg.
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At its core, real-time marketing is about

human
connection.
It’s about finding authentic moments when
your brand can connect with consumers via
shared cultural experiences.
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Georgia Pacific’s Brawny paper towel brand does a fantastic
job on this front. Rather than waiting for major cultural
events to react to, the brand looks for opportunities to
celebrate resilience, strength, and persistence in social
conversations every day. Brawny's efforts illustrate that the
best marketing is:

TIMELY
For Women’s History Month
in 2017, the company joined
the #StrengthHasNoGender
conversation with a video
highlighting barrier breakers
from Harriet Tubman to
Amelia Earhart to Serena
Williams. The video gave
consumers an inspiring
reminder that Brawny shares
their values.

AUTHENTIC
Consumers can sniff out
heavy-handed, ad-style
communication a mile away.
Brawny turns the celebrity
spokesperson model on its
head by spotlighting real,
inspiring people like
Jasmine Crowe , who
connects restaurants
with nonprofits that can
redistribute food that would
otherwise go to waste. The
brand focuses on values
instead of products to keep
its marketing genuine rather
than salesy.

RELEVANT
Brawny engages directly in
conversations people are
having organically. These
conversations range from
serious topics like how to
#StandUpToHunger to
groan-worthy #DadJokes on
Father’s Day. Participating in
this way shows consumers
that Brawny is listening and
helps the company break
through the clutter of brand
communication.

SHARABLE
The #BrawnyMan’s red plaid
shirt makes him instantly
recognizable—and easy to
imitate. Brawny capitalized
on this fact in the lead-up
to Halloween 2017, when it
encouraged people to dress
up as the character and tag
their photos. More than 5,000
people responded with their
own Twitter and Instagram
posts.
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It’s easy to see why U.S. marketers identified real-time marketing
as one of the top three trends shaping public relations in 2017
(along with social listening and digital storytelling).1

6% identified it as a top digital priority for their

However, just
company in 2017.2

If you’re in that other 94%, this
guide is for you. We’ll help you
understand what’s possible with
real-time marketing—and how to
make it happen.

Source: Association of National Advertisers (ANA) and USC Annenberg Center for Public Relations(CPR), “The Evolution of Public Relations,” May 9, 2017
Source: Econsultancy, “Digital Intelligence Briefing: 2017 Digital Trends” in association with Adobe,February 2, 2017
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According to global communications consultancy Golin Harris, adding realtime marketing to your marketing mix can deliver dramatic improvements:

02 REAL-TIME
MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES
ARE
EVERYWHERE
Three types of opportunities are ripe for
real-time marketing.

Planned Events

Spontaneous Events

Moments of Intent
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At planned events, you have the
advantage of knowing in advance which
topics are likely to come up—which
means your team can brainstorm
angles and perhaps even produce some
content in advance. Then, during the
event, your job is to listen to the social
conversation and find opportunities to
contribute to the conversation.

Spontaneous events
can be virtually
anything—breaking
news stories, election
results, weather
events, rising internet
memes, or even organic
conversations.
These events are nearly impossible to
predict in advance. That’s why it’s so
critical to have the ability to run ad hoc
searches across all social conversation
(not just a sample of the data) in real
time, then engage in the conversation
instantly.
Leveraging these moments for
opportunity marketing means your
team must have both a deep, instinctive
understanding of your brand and a
strong process in place for producing
and reviewing quick-turn creative work.

Moments of intent
happen when
individuals explicitly
indicate interest in
your brand, product, or
service via social media.
With the right discovery and
engagement infrastructure, your
team can reach out directly to these
individuals in real time to say thank
you, provide information, request
permission to repost their content, or
even extend an offer. The dividends of
your efforts may be compounded when
happy customers share their positive
experience with their own followers. In
fact, according to Social Media Today ,
71% of consumers who have a positive
social customer care experience are
likely to recommend the brand to
others.
But to capitalize on moments of intent,
you have to be quick. Your window
of opportunity is only a few minutes
at most. And in many cases, it’s even
shorter than that.

REAL TIME MARKETING 101: How to turn moments of opportunity into branding gold

Planned events
can be parties,
conferences, music
festivals, games like the
Super Bowl, or even
entire seasons (e.g.
summer vacation!).
Your audience can be
defined by time or
place (or both).
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ACTION ITEM: Brainstorm opportunities
Label the columns with your top three brand values. Then, in each box, brainstorm opportunities
when those brand values would be relevant to the conversation.

BRAND VALUE #1

BRAND VALUE #2

BRAND VALUE #3

Planned Events

Spontaneous Events

Moments of Intent
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03 HOW TO BE
READY WHEN
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS
Fortune favors the prepared in life—
and in opportunity marketing.
According to eMarketer,

80%

of Marketers

believe that real-time marketing must happen within an
hour of the relevant event to be effective. More than half
go even further, saying it must be 3 within one minute.
But even a brilliant piece of marketing can look
desperate if you’re too slow to get it out there. Your
team needs to be ready to move before you spot
opportunities. Here’s how to get prepared.

3 Source: Resulticks, “Marketing Flab to Fab,” October 26 2017
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Define clear roles and responsibilities
Who will identify
opportunities?
Designate at least a couple of people to
receive alerts and proactively monitor
planned events—or, even better, get
your whole team in on the action. Great
ideas can come from anywhere! When
everyone feels empowered to pitch
ideas for opportunity marketing, your
brand is better equipped to represent
multiple voices and connect with a
diverse audience.

Who will decide on your
response strategy and
channels?
Define a clear chain of decision-making
so you can decide which ideas to move
on and execute your plans quickly.
Remember, in opportunity marketing,
a good idea quickly executed is usually
better than a perfect idea delivered just
a little too late.

Who will review
communications before they
go out?

Who will publish your
opportunity-based
campaigns?

The fact that you’re producing materials
quickly is no excuse for typos (or worse,
unintended cultural tone-deafness).
Always run both your content and your
copywriting by at least two people
whose antennae are finely tuned in
those areas.

Make sure everyone on your team
understands how your real-time
marketing efforts get delivered to the
world so things don’t accidentally get
dropped or duplicated. The simplest
way to stay in sync across platforms is to
use a single platform that enables you
to publish everywhere.

Who will write and design
your creative assets?
Real-time marketing is the wrong time
to agonize over the perfect wording or
search for just the right shade of blue.
Designate creatives who can make swift,
confident decisions to produce the
assets you need.

Who will manage the
community response?

REAL TIME MARKETING 101: How to turn moments of opportunity into branding gold

STEP 1

Hitting “publish” is the midpoint of
opportunity marketing, not the end
of it. Decide who will monitor social
conversation in each of your channels
and engage in real time as appropriate.
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ACTION ITEM: Design a well-oiled opportunity marketing machine

2 Identifies

1

Opportunities

3 Decides on

response strategy
and channels

The Plan

Others

5 Reviews content
and

essage

6 Publish content

across channels

7 Manages co
response

unity

Copy edits

4

rites copy
designs assets
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STEP 2
Create strong yet
flexible processes

Foster a culture of experimentation. Not everything you do in real time is
going to be a home run. Discuss your team’s failure tolerance and ways to create
feedback loops so you can learn from communications that miss the the mark
or fall flat.

Define a streamlined response workflow. Once you’ve mapped out
your process for developing response strategies and approving real-time
marketing actions, get buy-in from everyone involved. Do practice runs so the
workflow becomes second nature by the time you’re ready to execute on a real
opportunity.

Modify standard review processes to support faster creative development.
Nothing kills the authenticity and speed of a real-time response like too many
layers of approvals.

Create communication plans that keep key stakeholders in the loop about
real-time efforts when they happen. Think about how you can get the word out
within the company if one of your communications goes viral.
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STEP 3

That’s a lot of social conversation!

Choose the right technology

It’s also why you need a powerful, agile
technology foundation as the cornerstone of
your real-time marketing strategy.
Look for a unified social platform that
allows you to:

3+ Billion

People worldwide use social media

500 Billion

New Tweets are sent each day

40+ Billion

Photos have been shared on Instagram

86 Million

Blog posts published by Wordpress
users each month

Monitor social conversation across channels on
an ongoing basis
Surface opportunities, content, images,
and influencers in real time through ad hoc
searches
Quickly extract insights that give you context on
any conversation
Support agile approval processes so you can
react quickly to opportunities but still make
sure everything you publish receives the proper
oversight
Manage content across channels at scale and in
a single view
Gain visibility into the performance of your realtime marketing efforts across brands, channels,
and markets
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Listen and Learn
In the face of billions of social posts every day, finding
opportunities for real-time marketing can seem like looking
for a needle in a haystack. Sorting through all this data
demands a technology platform with the power to monitor
conversations in every channel in real time, filter out relevant
results and present them in a single dashboard, then engage
in conversations and analyze the response.
The most basic function of a unified social platform
is listening. Listening to social media discussions that
are relevant to your business will help you to spot and
react to potential crises quickly, understand how your
customers really feel about your products, and identify new
opportunities.

Learn more about Sysomos social listening technology:
sysomos.com/listen

Here’s how to use social listening technology as part of
a real-time marketing strategy:
Set up social listening queries that run constantly to ensure
that you’re capturing discussions that are relevant to your
brand
Find and curate collections of images based on specific visual
characteristics
Create special queries in advance of planned events to
capture event-specific opportunities
Identify top brand influencers who might help extend your
reach when an opportunity arises
Configure automated alerts so your team gets notified
instantly when conversations cross key volume thresholds,
when influencers interact with your brand, or when new viral
trends emerge
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Research The Unexpected
Social monitoring works great when you know what to expect. But opportunities are, by their very nature,
unpredictable. Ad hoc search gives you the ability to research potential opportunities from every angle—across
every channel, in real time.

Here’s how to use ad hoc search technology as part of a real-time marketing strategy:
Choose a platform with full, unlimited access to historical data rather than sampled data. While sampled data
will give you some context on social conversations, you need full access to ensure you’re surfacing the best
opportunities for real-time marketing.
Rapidly discover content and insights from more than 200 billion conversations from the past 13 months
Drill down into demographics and interaction patterns that are associated with conversations around
your brand

Learn more about Sysomos ad hoc search technology:
sysomos.com/search
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Publish Across Channels With Ease
Once you’ve identified an opportunity for real-time marketing and crafted your response strategy, your unified social platform should give you a command center from which to publish content and engage with consumers.

Here’s how to use cross-platform publishing technology as part of a
real-time marketing strategy:
Automate content approval workflows to ensure that the right people approve published content, even for
quick-turn real-time marketing efforts
Schedule and publish content to multiple social channels from a centralized content calendar or via mobile
Streamline tag management to make it easy to track engagement across multiple channels

Learn more about Sysomos cross-platform publishing technology:
sysomos.com/publish
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See What Works
Opportunity marketing isn’t a once-and-done proposition—it’s a commitment to consistent engagement with your
community. To continue improving, you need a constant stream of feedback about what’s working and what’s not in your
real-time marketing efforts.

Here’s how to use social analytics technology as part of a real-time marketing strategy:
Provide insights within a single consolidated dashboard so every stakeholder can instantly understand what’s
working, what’s not, and what additional opportunities lie ahead
Capture key metrics in real time so your team can course-correct marketing efforts in progress
Integrate social data with sales and customer service data to understand how real-time marketing contributes to the
bottom line

Learn more about Sysomos social analystics technology:
sysomos.com/analytics
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ACTION ITEM: Technology checklist
Integrated social listening, publishing, and
analytics across earned, owned, and paid channels
Ad hoc market, trend, and topic research
capabilities
Full, unlimited access to historical data
Automated monitoring and alerts
Support for multiple user roles and flexible content
approval processes
Multi-channel campaign planning and publication
Flexible, customizable analytics dashboards
Visual search and curation tools
Influencer identification tools
Real-time competitive benchmarking
Integrated workflows for requesting permission to
use user-generated content
APIs to connect with your customer support, CRM,
and business reporting systems
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04 TAKEAWAYS
Real-time opportunity marketing is a
powerful way to make your brand stand
out in a sea of noise. It is:
… timely
… authentic
… relevant
… shareable
A unified social platform for listening and
engagement is the key to executing your
opportunity marketing strategy.
Sysomos drives real-time marketing for
hundreds of global brands. By empowering
marketers to easily search, discover, listen,
publish, engage, and analyze at scale across
earned, owned, and paid media, the Sysomos
platform drives both insights and action.
Learn more at sysomos.com.
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